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American Peasant Party  

Volunteers and Potential Candidates for 

The Great State of Maryland  

  Politically Independent Maryland Women Leaders 

Immediate Need for Citizen Volunteers and 8 US House Candidates 

   

Introduction 

Welcome to the beginning of an original American grassroots Independent political movement. Maryland 

is the first state to have a Volunteer/Candidate posting made regarding the forming of AP Party US 

District Chapters and the selection of Independent women candidates for the US House of 

Representatives.  This is the start of some exciting political news!  And You could have a hand in making 

it all happen!  

This radical Independent political movement intends to bring very encouraging political news to our 

fellow citizens and just the opposite to the 535 incumbent members of the US Congress!  We the 

struggling Masses have the Constitutional Right and Authority to replace our dysfunctional US Congress. 

What you are about to read and in the documents referenced herein combine to provide a politically 

radical, but very prudent and practical plans for doing just that. You will also be introduced to the detailed 

Independent political platform – An American Agenda – that aggressively solves many of our citizen’s 

common problems and will tie our movement’s women candidates together in the voting public’s hearts 

and minds.  

We are declaring the AP Party and this Electoral Revolution in 2014. Our candidates will claim as many 

seats in the US Congress this November 4th as possible under the AP Party platform. We will bring 

millions of Women into the political system as candidates and volunteers.  We have other campaign 

strategies that could result in many more Congressional incumbents losing their seat this year as well.  

And there will be nothing that the Wealthy and certain Big Industries can do to stop us!  

We will bring real issues and their solutions to the 2014 campaign debate.  We will set the stage for 

finishing the job of replacing over 90% of the US Congress in the 2016 Election cycle.   

We the People can accomplish all this and more working together and in truth we must see to it. What 

you will learn here and much more should you decide to dig into the AP Party provided documents are 

not someone’s foolish ramblings. They are the result of more than a decade of objective research and a 

lifetime of observing the real game of politics and policy making.  This peaceful, electoral, revolution is 

the People’s for the taking.   

This document is presented in three (3) parts. After some comments for potential AP Party Volunteers 

and Candidates in Maryland, there are detailed sections on AP Party Key Campaign Documents, 

Qualifying Our Potential Candidates, and then on the 2014 Ballot Qualifying Requirements for Maryland 

Candidates. What you are reading applies to all 50 states, only the Ballot Qualifying Requirements in this 

case shown for the State of Maryland are unique by state.   

o     o     o     o 
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Volunteers and Candidates 

Welcome! There is an immediate need my fellow Marylanders, for eight (8) politically Independent 

Women that are confident they have what it requires to earn a seat in the US House of Representatives.  

To be clear, only Women need to apply!  That is not a joke.  And considering how bad things are and are 

getting for the majority of our fellow Americans the need is simply as serious as a heart attack!  

Therefore, if you can viably see yourself being interviewed less than a year from now as a member of the 

US House of Representatives from one (1) of the eight (8) Maryland US Districts – you want to keep 

reading.  

Just as importantly, if you are someone that could help organize, build, support or lead your US District’s 

Chapter of the politically Independent American Peasant Party (AP Party) – then just keep reading!  The 

more you learn about the AP Party citizen-oriented, problem-solving platform and its grassroots campaign 

strategy – the more you may very well come to believe in this Democracy-driven movement. You could 

help make it all happen. Your energy is needed!  

The who, what, why, when, where, and how are well-explained in this and a few Key Campaign 

Documents prepared for your review and consideration. True they total over 100 pages, but if You are the 

right person to help make this movement happen that really won’t deter you, will it?  And there is far 

more detail behind that when you are ready for it!   

Also explained is why this is an “Independent Women Candidates Only” grassroots movement.  Of 

course, we men can and will be there to support the movement and vote for them.  However, it is intended 

for the Women of America to organize and lead, and for up to 468 of them to be elected to the US 

Congress on November 4, 2014.  Interested or at least curious?  I hope you are… 

o     o     o     o 
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AP Party Key Campaign Documents 

 

Before presenting the practical political “profile” of potential national candidates for the 435 US House of 

Representatives seats and 33 US Senate seats up for election this November, here are those key 

documents and a note on what you will learn from each of them.   

Please note that the primary website of the AP Party is a blog site called, ouriapp.typepad.com.   

OurIAPP stands for Our Independent American Peasant Party.  

Your party, my party – Our Party.    

o     o     o     o 

 

The Three Key AP Party Postings 

As you read, you will learn about the AP Party unique campaign strategy and that the votes required to 

win at the US District and state levels are attainable in 2014.  True grassroots citizen volunteers will build 

the initial 435 AP Party Chapters across the nation.  They along with their 468 Independent Women 

candidates supporting the unifying, problem-solving political platform – need only follow the information 

presented in these three (3) postings on the AP Party website, OurIApp.typepad.com.  Note that all 

documents are in a downloadable PDF format so please download your copy for review.  Then please 

forward it to those in your personal world for their review, as well. With my many thanks, AJW.    

Note that although these documents were posted months apart, together they serve in well-defining this 

grassroots movement and will provide the reader with detailed insight into this critically necessary 

national Electoral Revolution.  Their announcement also serves as a significant milestone in what is now 

an eleven (11) year personal project conducted for my fellow Americans.  

o     o     o     o 

The first of the three (3) documents is similar in its public challenge to civil revolution as Thomas Paine’s 

1776 classic pamphlet, Common Sense.  Stating that the deliberate replacement of a publicly failed and 

dysfunctional government is the only way to remove the on-going economic and social oppression caused 

in our case today by the politically powerful Wealthy and certain Big Industries. Our national ancestor’s 

civil war of 1776 was fought and won with bullets. The US Constitution that their sacrifice and 

Democratic wisdom gave us, allows us the fight and win ours with votes!!  We can and we will…  

 

The February 9, 2014 posting is titled, Our Declaration of Electoral War, and is sub-titled, 

“The Call to Our 2014 American Electoral Revolution”.  It boldly calls our citizens to an Electoral 

Revolution in 2014. By our votes for AP Party platform supporting candidates and against Congressional 

incumbents to break the control of the Wealthy and certain Big Industries over the US Congress – and so 

our lives. There is absolutely no other way for the People to gain control over the nation’s legislative 

agenda, but to remove the “bought and paid for” incumbent Republicans and Democrats now infesting the 

Halls of the US Capitol Building.  
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At the end of the 3-page Introduction is link to the complete document, Our Declaration of 

Electoral War that includes the Introduction and is 53 pages in length. It does not pull any 

punches. We the People will now either decide to vote to remove their Congress and the 

legislative roadblock they represent, or, decide that we and those that follow us will forever be 

satisfied to be treated as peasants in our own country. Such conditions We the People cannot 

allow to continue!  The Introduction presents a most important statement that speaks to the very heart of 

this grassroots campaign,  

“My Fellow American Citizens 

We the People Need 45,000,468 Politically Independent Women 

to Replace Up to 87% of the Dysfunctional US Congress 

on November 4, 2014”   

 

Our first Twitter Hashtag is #WeNeed45million468Women.  Please post your own thoughts there on 

why Women are needed to do the job and what they should do when they get there! 

o     o     o     o 

 

The June 30, 2013 posting is titled, Volunteers to Build the AP Party US Congressional District 

Chapters, and is subtitled, Building the 436 AP Party US District Chapters.  

This posting does just what the title states. It talks about initially organizing and building an AP Party 

Chapter in all 435 US Districts (plus one for Washington, DC!).  The linked document called, Now 

About Those AP Party Volunteers describes the Chapter organizing process, initial committees, 

candidate selection, media teams, and the very important Voter Registration Drive responsibility of each 

Chapter. The Republican Party will not like that last one in particular!  It is only 6 pages in length, but is 

very informative and compliments the document in the June 22nd posting.  

o     o     o     o 

 

The June 22, 2013 posting is titled, The Second Coming of Common Sense – Our Electoral 

Revolution 2013/2014, and is subtitled, Our Revolution For Those It May Concern.   

The posting expands greatly of the public purpose and problem-solving intent of this radical, yet required 

civil action.  It presents a linked document called, 9 Prudent Questions and Practical Answers.   

It serves as your FAQ sheet on the spirit of the AP Party, the intent of the grassroots movement, real 

details on the citizen-friendly platform, the unique campaign strategy, and candidate selection. It is some 

50 pages in length and will provide you with real answers.  What a concept!    

o     o     o     o 
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A Grassroots Movement and Political Platform Defining Book 

If you desire a more in depth background after reading those, please read my February 2008, self-

published, 718-page, non-fiction book, The Second Coming of Common Sense (CS2). It is my politically 

Independent and professional analysis of what was wrong with America (circa 2007/2008) and what We 

the People could do to actually fix some of our problems. Frankly, it is far more relevant now and will be 

more publicly acceptable today than six (6) years ago. Simply because those problems have gotten worse!  

Again, the entire book is a free PDF download from that same AP Party website and/or it may be 

purchased in book form thru the site.  The book, CS2 is dedicated as follows: 

This book is dedicated to you, 

An American. 

Yes, to you the individual American Citizen. 

o     o     o     o 

Ever had a book dedicated to you before? 

Also, the entire book CS2 is presented in 40-odd excerpts on the website, 

CommonSense2009.typepad.com along with some other informative pieces. Have a look.  

o     o     o     o 
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Qualifying Our Potential Candidates 

 

Regarding the APP Chapters and “Profiling” Potential Candidates 

The following is an excerpt from the document, 9 Prudent Questions and Practical Answers and 

Question 9 of 9 in particular, that reads:     

How will We the People across our nation the create Local US District Chapters of the 

Independent American Peasant Party.  What are the functional responsibilities of each local AP 

Party Chapter and how will they select, qualify, and promote our Independent candidates for the 

November 2014 National Election.      

This is part of the Answer #9: 

I will offer the following comments regarding the selection criteria of potential AP Party candidates. 

These are items based upon my years of political perspective, are rational points to be considered by the 

Chapters in identifying and qualifying viable candidates from each US District and state.  This process 

must yield a representative cross-section of our population in the new US Congress! These points in no 

particular order are:    

 I believe in heading off arguments, so this issue should be brought early and often in the Chapter 

meetings and especially during the selection process.  For example, if someone is only there to be 

argumentative about a particular platform position the party has – they should simply be asked to 

leave.  They can go to the local Democratic and Republican party group and have a better time.  

Period!    

 In a perfect world we would replace each member of the existing Congress with an identical profile 

regarding age, gender, race, etc.  While it could be difficult in some Districts I believe it is a very 

desirable and productive goal in the selection process.  And if we really hold fast to the “women” 

preference, and I declare that we should, it will all but eliminate the gender question!    

 At the same time, we only want women that are determined to fix things not just “talk to the Press”, 

go to fundraisers, and compare shoes!  We have too many of those in the Congress now.    

 I would strongly suggest that we try to keep to the racial profile of the current members of Congress. 

It would be very desirable, but at the same time We cannot discourage good people from coming 

forward for any office.     

 Age must be at least 25 years old for the House and at least 35 (correction 30) years old for the 

Senate. I would suggest the mid-sixties as of 2014 as a top age range.  The oldest of the Baby Boomer 

generation is 67 that year. I will be 66 in 2014!   

 Overall I would expect the average age of Congress to drop considerably as younger people compete 

for these offices and I believe that will be a good thing overall. Far too much nearly deadwood in 

Congress right now!   

 Preferably no one that has been that involved in Party politics all their life.  That is a dead giveaway 

to a political hard liner. No hard Right or Left will be allowed.   

 No elected political experience is a Great plus.  Less baggage.   

 Pretty or handsome is not required!   

 No lawyers please, please, please. The majority of the current members of Congress declare their 

profession to be a lawyer and see how that has worked out for getting these solved.  Lawyers are 
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taught from the first day of Law school to argue and to win!  Being right has nothing to do with it. 

Please no lawyers!    

 Candidates must fully support the written AP Party platform and there may well be a written Pledge 

to be signed to that affect. We do not want any Right or Left Wing zealots sneaking into the Party and 

the selection process within each USD should weed them out.  Just be careful.    

Those are my thoughts on the issue for now. There will be more down the road.         

Additional comments and procedures for the final selection of the Chapters first candidate(s) will be 

posted on the Internet in a timely manner.  Be assured that only the people within their respective US 

District and state will select their candidate(s) – not yours truly or the AP Party Central Chapter.      

End of Excerpt from The Second Coming of Common Sense. 

o     o     o     o 
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2014 Ballot Qualifying Requirements for Maryland Candidates 

The AP Party Approach to Getting Maryland Candidates Elected  

 

Maryland’s Five Candidate Ballot Qualifying Options 

Maryland has five (5) different options for incumbents and challengers to earn the opportunity to present 

themselves to the voters on Election Day November 4, 2014.  

The first two (2) are for the traditional Democratic and Republican Party incumbents and challengers to 

determine their nominees, so I will not bother to touch on those.  

The third and fourth are for Non-Principle Political Party Candidates and Petition Candidates, 

respectively.  While those would have been options for our candidates the required Declaration of Intent 

Form for both has a filing deadline of Tuesday, February 25, 2014 by 9:00p.m. – making both a non-

option for us in 2014.  Of course, we will be prepared for these races in the 2016 US Congressional 

campaign since the AP Party will be an established Third political party.  

Maryland is a perfect example of what we will encounter when researching ballot qualifications 

in many states. However, my position as stated in the AP Party campaign documents is that we 

must go into every state expecting to need to do a Write-In at the polls on November 4th.  And I 

am not being foolish here either. Write-In candidates are the type that the Dems and Repubs fear 

the least. That is why they have not bothered to close that door, yet. They may well do so after 

this campaign, but it will be too late!  

This grassroots campaign is going to make the Write-In option publicly appealing – we will make 

it work for the public’s interest! We will approach each state with the Write-In option (it is still 

allowed in most states with some criteria to be met) and then see about Petition and other options 

to actually get our candidate names “on” the November 4th ballot. In some states, e.g., Florida all 

a candidate needs to do is pay a special fee by a certain date and their name is on the ballot!  

Again, using Florida as an example the special fee is about $6,900 which is very high compared 

to other states (i.e., $100 to $500) allowing only a fee to be paid to be placed on the ballot   It can 

be a viable option to consider to insure being on the ballot!  

 

Option 5 – Write-In 

To their real credit, the Great State of Maryland has made the qualifying process of a candidate’s name 

for Ballot Write-In simple and straightforward for both the candidate and for the voters at the polls.  

There is no filing fee for Write-In candidates for the US House (normally $100). Write-In candidates may 

submit their Certificate of Candidacy until the last Wednesday before the November 4th Election Day. 

Thus, giving our eight (8) USD Chapters almost eight (8) months to get it all done.  Very workable!  

The following statement is from the Maryland Board of Elections website under Write-In Candidates: 

Recommendation: It is recommended that a write-in candidate file as early as possible in order to 

appear on various candidate lists including the write-in candidate list on the specimen ballots. 
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Additionally, early filing enables the candidate the option to designate challengers and watcher at 

the polling place. 

The Certificate of Candidacy may be filed in person. If filed in person, the candidate must 

provide identification (preferably a driver's license or official State ID). 

 

Good advice and we will do just that!  The Maryland Chapters will file their Certificate of Candidacy for 

each US District as soon as they have made their final candidate selection.  Our unexpected 

Congressional Election participants will begin attracting both local, statewide, and in due time national 

news coverage. Then it will be game on!  

Granted, the Write-In Option typically for a lone candidate is harder to succeed with than being on the 

printed ballot, but we are talking about an organized national movement of hundreds of candidates here.  

And the fact that the People are looking for better voting options and national leadership devoted to their 

Common Good.  Again, the Write-In Option is the baseline approach in our national campaign strategy 

across all 50 states.  It is the ballot approach that the 2-Party campaign machine does not expect a real 

challenger for their seats to be coming from. They will be very surprised.  

We will campaign harder and smarter to raise public awareness of our grassroots movement and for our 

AP Party platform supporting candidates. Working aggressively to support candidates across the state and 

many others across the nation!  

Please understand that in any state where we are not able to get all or even any Write-In 

candidates qualified for the voters – we still need to form Chapters. Those Chapters will actively 

promote the platform proposals within their US Districts and statewide, and can have real impact 

on the vote against incumbents in both parties on 11-4-2014.  Their seats will still not be safe 

from the Electorate’s anger. This will be true grassroots politics.     

 

Organizing Maryland’s Chapters – Building the AP Party 

I currently reside and work in Westminster, Maryland (the 8th US District) about 40 miles west of 

Baltimore and grew up in Owings Mills, MD.  I am seeking volunteers to build the 8th USD Chapter 

which incidentally will also serve as the AP Party Central or National Chapter. It all starts here folks! 

I have an immediate need of volunteers to help build this Chapter, and help administratively coordinate 

other Chapters as they form in Maryland and across the country.  As the Central Chapter there will be 

unique opportunities for individuals to take over responsibilities for legislative proposals in the AP 

Party’s Independent platform, as well as other interesting legislative research that will also support all our 

candidate campaigns across the nation.   

Thus, what Maryland needs right now is for eight (8) Women leaders that want to aggressively run for the 

US House from their home US District in Maryland and their initial supporters, to step forward and to 

help build their District’s AP Party Chapter.   

Our citizen volunteers will be directly involved in building the Central organization of a new, politically 

Independent, and most importantly viable Third political party – The American Peasant Party.  

o     o     o     o 
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In Closing 

I am what I call an optimistic realist. Of course, we are not going win or even be in all 468 races for 

House and Senate in 2014.  That is not realistic expectations. Nor should we consider that a negative 

result for 2014.  Again, 2016 will be entirely different.  In 2014 we will accomplish the declaration to the 

public of our Independent party and Electoral movement, we will bring the AP Party problem-solving 

platform to our fellow Americans and in doing so we will “drastically alter” the legislative content of the 

national campaign.  Further, we will win as many US House and Senate seats across the nation in 2014, 

as possible.  Just as importantly in 2014, We will aggressively promote the “Vote for No Incumbents” to 

the frustrated American Electorate.  If that civil action as well supported by the voters (and those 45 

million Women voters in particular), their votes will throw even more of those useless members of 

Congress from office.  And, my fellow Americans we can do all this in less than eight (8) months.       

Most importantly, We the People will know that the Independent AP Party and real public problem-

solving are here, here to stay, and that we are dedicated to their Common Good.  The American Political 

System will be reformed for the better and forever.  Enough said.  

 

So let’s get busy my fellow Americans! 

We have a US Congress to control, lives to improve, and lives to save… 

 o     o     o     o 

 

Both volunteers and potential candidates in Maryland (and from any other state in the nation) please 

respond to this announcement at email address, chapters@ouriapp.com.  Please put “MD Vols and 

Candidates” or something similar to it in the subject line.   

Watch the home page on ouriapp.typepad.com for meetings scheduled in the Westminster, Maryland area.  

We are beginning in Maryland and will grow across the country.   

 

Thanks and take care, 

A J Wildman 
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